InEight Reporting provides the visibility and insight managers need to understand project
performance and avoid surprises. With InEight Reporting, managers can quickly gather data from
multiple project-based systems to generate the reports and dashboards they need to identify
issues earlier and make more informed decisions.
Each dashboard provides key performance metrics relevant across the project lifecycle. An open
architecture and available integration services enable connectivity with almost any project-based
system, including accounting, ERP, scheduling and cost management applications. At the same
time, robust design tools support the enhancement of existing reports and the creation of new
reports and dashboards to meet specific business requirements.

Manage Risk

Increase Productivity

Gain More Visibility

Reporting not only provides complete
visibility into project revenue, costs,
profitability and cash, but also
aggregates data across projects to
show profitability and liquidity across
the project portfolio. The ability to
analyze financial data across lines of
work and geography can highlight
performance issues and provide
strategic insights for investing and
growth. It also provides both current
and historical performance trends.

Monitor and investigate resource
productivity and utilization of assets
involved in projects. Analyzing
productivity trends by type of
work and at the activity level helps
highlight variances and facilitate
corrective actions.

The web-based portal interface
enables easy access wherever and
whenever it is needed. Project
managers have access to all
current project performance KPIs
on the jobsite, while managers
and executives in the front office
have the real-time performance
information they need to quickly
make informed decisions.

Improve Performance
Track project performance on a cost
and schedule basis while measuring
earned value and project progress in
terms of percent complete. Analyze
schedule and cost variances by
viewing change orders and assessing
quality of work for a project.
Reporting helps identify at-risk
projects and determine their potential
impact on profitability. Indicators
depicting purchase and buyout
performance and backlog reduction
will help with future planning.
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Enable Strategic and Operational Insight
Reporting offers managers current and consistent reporting and business intelligence data across
the project lifecycle. Successful firms use reporting and performance analytics to manage their
operations, mitigate financial risk, maximize resource productivity and increase project profitability.

Key Features Include:
• Gain complete visibility into
revenue, costs, profitability and
cash at project and portfolio levels
• Analyze key indicators of financial
performance across multiple
dimensions
• Analyze financial data by
geography and across multiple
projects

• Track project risk by quickly
identifying unapproved change
orders and environmental, health
and safety issues

• Monitor, track and investigate
the jobsite productivity and
efficiency of labor and utilization of
equipment involved in projects

• Track project re-work to assess
quality of work and its impact on
overall profitability

• Analyze productivity trends by
work disciplines and at the activity
level to help identify variances and
take corrective action

• Plan ahead using indicators and
information depicting purchase and • Track productivity over years
buyout performance and backlog
and analyze productivity data
• View current performance along
reduction
by project and geography to
with historical performance trends
investigate negative variances that
• Combine financial data with project • Determine the risk profile of project
impact financial performance
portfolios by identifying highperformance details to quickly
risk projects in terms of schedule
• Track utilization of equipment
identify variances
variance and safety incidents
assets
• Track cost and schedule issues in
terms of earned value and percent
complete
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